Determinants of Foreign Portfolio Inflows: Analysis and Implications for China
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Abstract

In emerging markets, a number of factors like GDP growth, market efficiency and higher earnings expectations play a vital role in attracting stable and smooth foreign investment. This work is intended to explore the determinants of FPI in China and compare the results with determinants of FPI in India explored by Garg and Dua (2014). We have applied multiple-regression model for ten years’ data ranging from 2001 to 2010. The results indicate that external debts are the most significant determinant of FPI for China. We concur with Garg and Dua (2014) that GDP growth, FDI and exchange rate are among the significant determinants of FPI. Our findings suggest that China needs to sustain its economic growth in order to attract more FPI.
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1. Introduction

Growth of capital flows to emerging world since the end of the 20th century stimulated a hot debate among the scholars. Generally, this shift is attributed to change in different economic, fundamental and country specific conditions round the globe. Our interest here centers upon the study of different factors which are responsible in driving short term capital flows to China and India, focusing of FPI inflows of both countries. Foreign capital flows play an important role in the economy. These flows bridge the investment gap and fulfill the capital needs of a country at the domestic and international level. In the present era of globalization and financial liberalization, foreign investors from various countries of the world are willing to invest in the rest of the world. Recently, Foreign Portfolio investment (FPI) is becoming a common form of investment in many countries of the world. Portfolio investors, as compared to FDI investors, invest for a short term period and their purpose is to speculate the market boom.

Investment in foreign countries is a source of earning as well as helpful to diversify the portfolio risk of the investors. Since last decade, trend to invest in a foreign country is encouraging among foreign investors as mentioned by Daly & Xuan (2013) in their research that, still most of the investors like to invest in their domestic market. This phenomenon is known as investor home-bias. So, to attract a handsome amount of investment, the host country needs to provide an attractive package to the investors. Fewer restrictions on capital flows, an attractive opportunity for investment and with the splendid growth rate of the economy, the emerging markets are the best place to invest from the last two decades.

Investors around the globe are interested to invest in financial markets of China and India because of their economic growth rates. Foreign capital inflows started in India in 1991, while China received its first FPI in 1997. Since the last decade, both countries experienced higher growth in FPI. China’s FPI growth is significantly higher than India on average, but both countries are growing with an increasing trend. Global financial crises slowed down many economies of the world and FPI in China and India had a significant downfall in 2008.

This work is intended to explore the determinants of FPI in China and compare the results with determinants of FPI in India explored by Garg and Dua (2014). After an introduction and background, the next section encompasses the review of available literature on determinants of FPI. Section 3 provides the description of the variables employed while section 4 describes the data, methodology and empirical analysis. Section 5, represents the results and discussions. Finally, section 6 consists of concluding remarks and suggestions for policy makers.

2. Literature review

Cross border equity flows are very imperative in current days and geographical components are very crucial in international capital flows. International capital markets are not frictionless and are segmented by information asymmetries. Gross transaction flows depend on market size and the information cost, in source and as well as, in destination countries. IMF survey dataset of cross border equity holdings established that market size, transaction cost and
information asymmetries are the major determinants of cross border portfolio selections. The importance of the drivers of portfolio capital flows fluctuates in countless time segments. Key changes ensue in the importance of portfolio driving factors with the crucial market events or shocks. Investors pay more attention to regional development of emerging markets when market tensions are elevated, but extreme tensions create panic and investors move their funds. At such times, market development plays only a marginal role (Faruqee, Li, & Yan, 2004; Portes & Rey, 2005; Duca, 2012)

Previous studies about determinants of international capital flows can be categorized into three concepts; home bias of investors, developed nations and emerging markets. Each category has its specific elements which attract foreign capital to that region. One motivation behind foreign investment is, to diversify the investment risk of a portfolio investment. Ancillary this, the source country investors with a higher level of home bias, prefers to invest towards those countries, which offer them better diversification opportunities. In different parts of the world, masses still prefer to invest in their own domestic markets and thus undervalue the diversification benefits. Both developing and advanced nations have this trend; the Australian investors invest a significant percentage of their portfolio in domestic market. Trade, governance, market size, cross border capital controls and low transaction cost are ominously influential to lessen home bias of Australian investors, and urge them to invest in international markets (Coeurdacier & Guibaud, 2011; Daly & Xuan, 2013).

The strongest determinant of capital flows to the USA is the financial development of the country. The countries with less develop financial markets invest a large portion of their portfolio in US markets. The countries that trade more with US, and have fewer capital controls in their countries invest more in debt and equity market in the United States. Internal country- specific factors may influence foreign portfolio inflows. Institutions and domestic risk of a country play an essential role to determine capital flows both in the shape of FDI and FPI. In South Africa, secure property rights and low domestic risk affect positively to the absolute volume of short term and long term capital flows (Egly, Johnk, & Liston, 2010; Forbes, 2010; Gwenhamo & Fedderke, 2013).

Before the financial crisis of 2008, FPI shifted from advanced to developing nations. FPI flows have strong positive and a long term relationship with market capitalization and the degree of openness in Nigeria. The neighboring countries also have a positive or negative impact on capital flows to a particular host country. The safety of funds is very important consideration among the investors. The level of the expected rate of return from any portfolio is associated with the level of political risk in that country. Investors prefer to shift their funds from politically less stable to more stable countries. Cultural characteristics of originating and destination countries are also important determinants of FPI flows (Chukwuemeka, Stella, Oduh, & Onyema, 2012; Smimou, 2014).

Emerging markets like India received massive amounts of foreign investment during past two decades. The determinants of foreign institutional investment (FII) in India are exchange rate, domestic inflation, returns of domestic equity market and risk and return associated with US equity market. While, the foremost determinants of portfolio inflows are lower exchange rate
and greater diversification opportunities. Higher equity returns of other emerging economies are depressing these flows. Domestic stock market performance, exchange rate and domestic output growth are also important determinants of FPI in India. Determinants of capital flows in the Asian and Latin American markets are GDP, interest rate, trade openness and financial interrelations. Tax incentive and higher interest rates or dividend rates are an attractive tool to increase cross-border investment. Low taxes on interest or dividend received by investors, associated with huge inflows of foreign capital to APEC region, and thus, help to strengthen their competitive position among other countries (Lee, Huh, & Kim, 2012; P. Srinivasan & M. Kalaivani 2013; (Yang, Xiong, & Ze, 2013; Garg & Dua, 2014).

Equity market characteristics of host countries are pivotal in the decision making process of allocation of funds, in a country. Whereas investing abroad, foreign portfolio equity investors keep in view numerous factors like, size, trading cost and market liquidity. Foreign portfolio investors prefer to invest more in larger, more liquid and more efficient markets, with low trading cost. The population ageing, money, institution and deviation from uncovered interest parity (UIP) are also the dominant factors in the development of capital flows. Portfolio inflows are negatively correlated with low quality of institutions. Cultural distance is also considerable; common language and religion among the countries, trading with each other, have a positive effect on the FPI holdings of both debt and equity. These effects are greater for the cross-border equity than debt. Factors that influence the debt or equity flows at international level are important for researchers as well as policy makers; investor protection is one of these factors. Investors tend to invest in those countries where better investors’ protection procedures are practiced. Generally, countries which follow the Common English Law seem to attract the highest amount of foreign portfolio equity. Especially in case of foreign investment, the investor protection regulations are important to attract FPI in the country. (De Santis & Luhrmann, 2009; Poshakwale & Thapa, 2011; Aggarwal, Kearney, & Lucey, 2012; Thapa & Poshakwale, 2012).

After a large scale privatization in 1997 and 1998, all state owned enterprises, except a few monopolies, were liquidated and sold to private investors. In the late 90s, China became an open economy that led to a massive foreign capital inflows starting from 1997. During 2001-2004, the state owned enterprises reduced by 48%. Meanwhile, Chinese government reduced tariffs, trade barriers, modified the regulations and joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) (Shen, 2006). On the other hand, India adopted socialist policies after its independence in 1947. Attempts to liberalize economic policies in different time spans went in vain. At first, the government attempted to open the economy in 1966 but it was reversed in the next year. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi made the second major contribution in 1985; although this process stopped in 1987 but was not reversed. Later in 1991, the President and a technical team of intellectuals supported the finance minister Manmohan Singh for economic reforms. Though political pressure was there, but the Indian government was ready to take necessary steps for reforms (Mukherji, 2009).

As a result of the balance of payment crisis in 1991, India had to pledge 20 tons of gold to Union Bank of Switzerland and 47 tons to Bank of England to make a deal with the IMF (Weinraub, 1991). The IMF imposed various conditions and demand for economic reforms
against the loan. In June 1991, following the general elections, the new government came to power inheriting one of the most complex trade regimes in Indian history. The newly established government, as stated by Krishna & Mitra (1998), had to sort out the problem of severe restrictions on import export and extraordinary tariff on imports. Later in July 1991, government announced liberal trade policy that resulted in removal of most of the licensing requirements, reductions in import tariff and other non-tariff restrictions on trade. Consequently, FPI investors started investing in the Indian market for the first time in 1991. At present, India is the world’s second fastest growing economy just after China.

As Garg & Dua (2014) mentioned that, the portfolio equity flows to developing countries are increased five times from fourteen billion dollars to sixty seven billion dollars during the period of five years. This amount reached to 128 billion dollars in 2010. Among all developing countries, the prominent recipients are China, India, Russia, Brazil and South Africa. China, India and Brazil receive seventy percent of total portfolio investment invested in developing countries. China had made tremendous progress for the last thirty years. At present, it’s the second largest economy in the world after America. The Chinese economic reforms called “Socialism with Chinese characteristics” started in 1978 under the chairmanship of Premier Deng Xiaoping. The private sector of China grew remarkably, and the period of 1978-2005 accounted for as much as 70% of China’s GDP. At first, the reforms started with agriculture sector and then slowly for the whole economic system.

In emerging markets, a number of factors like GDP growth, market efficiency and higher earnings expectations play a vital role in attracting stable and smooth foreign investment. In general, all these pull-factors on macro-economic level, with the help of FPI, prove to be crucial to finance the deficit of current account of host country. On the other hand, because of its volatile nature and reversal effect on economy, these flows are blamed for Mexican and East Asian crisis. As Duca (2012) referred that, in normal circumstances FPI flows are beneficial, but at the same time cause economic instability in time of crisis.

The literature on determinants of capital flows can be summarized into two main sets, internal or endogenous factors, and external or exogenous factors. Advanced countries attract ample amount of capital because of their economic growth and stable financial system. While, interest rate, exchange rate, diversification opportunity, earning expectations, low taxes and changes in developed markets, are the factors mainly focused for developing countries.

2.1 Research Gap

Most of the literature addressed the topic by taking sample of countries including developing and developed nations. Although, previous studies fairly contributed to enhance the understanding about the factors contributing towards growth of capital flows, but Asian countries, especially China, demand special focus. So it will be valuable to conduct a focused study for China.

2.2 Contribution of the Paper

This paper contributes to the current literature by studying the determinants of FPI in China and conducting a comparative study of China and India.
3. Methodology and results

3.1 Data and Variables

Data used in our analysis is taken from World Bank site for last decade, for FDI, GDP, population growth and EXD. Data of FPI is taken from IMF. FPI consists of total portfolio investment flows. The data of all variables is taken on annual bases and the currency unit is USD. Also, some control variables are also discussed in earlier section to make this study comprehensive, which may influence FPI and considered in literature. The final sample for analysis consists of balanced panel of five variables, for the period from 2001 to 2010. Our core variables used are largely adopted from literature to make comprehensive comparison of our findings with previous work. Variables are abbreviated as follows:

FPI = Foreign Portfolio Investment \{Dependent Variable\}
FDI = Foreign Direct Investment \{Independent Variable\}
GDP = Gross Domestic Product \{Independent Variable\}
EXR = Exchange Rate \{Independent Variable\}
EXD = External Debts \{Independent Variable\}
P = Population Growth \{Independent Variable\}

The following Hypotheses are developed in light of theoretical discussion in the previous section, and will be used to certify the role of above mentioned variables and FPI:

\[ H_0 = \frac{FDI}{GDP}/EXR/P/EXD \text{ is not significant in determining the FPI inflows in China} \]
\[ H_1 = \frac{FDI}{GDP}/EXR/P/EXD \text{ is significant in determining the FPI inflows in China} \]

3.2 Statistical Analyses

The analyses of our study are different from the existing literature. This paper is the only work that focuses on the determinants of FPI in China and finding out the most significant determinant. FPI of China has been taken as dependent variable, while FDI, GDP, EXR, EXD and population growth are used as independent variables. Since FPI is function of all these variables, we can easily develop this into mathematical form.

\[ FPI_t = f_1(u_{t,fdi}, u_{t,gdp}, u_{t,exr}, u_{t,exd}, u_{t,p}) \]
\[ FPI_t = f_2(u_{t,fdi}, u_{t,gdp}, u_{t,exd}, u_{t,exr}, u_{t,itr}, u_{t,ip}, u_{t,irt}) \]

Equation (1) indicates variable of interest which includes; foreign direct investment, \( u_{t,fdi} \), gross domestic product, \( u_{t,gdp} \), population growth, \( u_{t,p} \), exchange rate, \( u_{t,exr} \), and external debts, \( u_{t,exd} \). Frequently used variables in the existing literature include inflation and interest rate...
Equation (2) explains that FPI is a function of main and control variables, which include interest rate $i_{tr}$, and inflation $i_{in}$

Regression model will be used to determine the relationship among above mentioned variables. Regression Model has two types: the first is Simple regression and the second one is Multiple Regression. The difference between two types is the number of Independent variables, the former has only one Independent Variable and the latter has more than one. While, the Dependent Variable in both cases is only one. In our model, we are dealing with more than one independent variable, hence linear regression or correlation analysis cannot provide satisfactory results because of their limitations. Multiple Regressions is the Statistical tool, which is generally employed to examine the relationship between dependent and multiple independent variables.

$$Y = a + b_1X_1 + b_2X_2 + \ldots + b_nX_n$$

Equation (3) indicates that, to predict variable $Y$ we can use multiple independent variables; let’s say from $X_1$ to $X_n$. After adjusting our variables into above equation, mathematical representation of our final model is presented in equation (4).

$$Y = a + b_{fdi}X_{fdi} + b_{gdp}X_{gdp} + b_{exd}X_{exd} + b_{p}X_{p} + b_{exr}X_{exr}$$

4. Findings and Discussion

This section represents the empirical analyses and discusses implication of findings. Table 1 represents the statistics summary of dependent and explanatory variables for sample period. In most cases, skewness >0 which indicates distribution is right skewed.

Table 1. Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EXR</th>
<th>EXD</th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>FPI</th>
<th>FDI</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ analyses in Eviews
Kurtosis<3 shows that, distribution is flatter than normal with wider peak, which termed as Platykurtic distribution. While, values of Jarque-Bera test are also not very high; particularly for FDI, P, and EXD. The concept of stationary and non-stationary is important. A stationary series has a constant mean, variance and auto-covariance for each given lag. The results of a stationary series are reliable than non-stationary. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) using Schwaz criterion and Phillips Perron (PP) test is used for evaluation of a series as unit root test and results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Unit Root Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)</th>
<th>Phillips-Perron (PP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADF test statistic</td>
<td>Critical value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXR</td>
<td>-2.21</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXD</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>-1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>-1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPI</td>
<td>-3.73</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3.67</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ analyses in Eviews

The computed ADF and PP test statistics values are smaller than critical values for all variables, at 5% level of significance. The results support that all variables are stationary and reliable for regression results. Prior to estimating the regression model, variables are also tested for multicollinearity. The results are presented in Table 3, which indicates that most of cross correlation terms are fairly small for independent variables. So, there is no cause of concern about multicollinearity problem among variables.

Table 3. Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EXD</th>
<th>EXR</th>
<th>FDI</th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXR</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ analyses in Eviews

Regression results are presented in Table 4, probability values for all variables are significant at the level of 5%, which indicates the strong relationship among FPI and independent variables. Significant relationship exists between GDP and FPI which indicates that GDP is the strong determinant of FPI. Substantial relation with strong probability of FDI, P, EXR and EXD elaborate that all these variables strongly influence FPI level in China.
Table 4. Ordinary Least Square Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>t-statistics</th>
<th>Probabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXD</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXR</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>-9.86</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>-7.46</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R^2 \quad 0.99 \quad SE \quad 1.36 \quad DB \quad 2.55 \]

Source: Authors’ analyses in Eviews

While, R-squared value is higher than 0.9 and Durbin Watson 2.55 with F-statistics of 340, which demonstrates that variables applied in analysis are fairly uncorrelated.

Table 5. Complementary Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>F-statistics</th>
<th>Probabilities**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>(0.63)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH*</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>(0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ analyses in Eviews
*WH is white Heteroscedasticity Test
**Level of significance is 5 per cent
***Values in parenthesis are p-values

Furthermore, a series of specification tests is performed as cross check of results. The test battery includes test for serial correlation, LM test, White Heteroscedasticity test, RESET and ARCH test to check ARCH effect. Results are presented in Table 5, which indicates that in all cases corresponding values rejected the presence of autocorrelation in models. In addition, CUSUM test results presented in Figure 1; do not indicate any instability in model.
The aforementioned empirical results show that, independent variables taken in our analysis are highly influential on FPI of china. Relationship between EXD and FPI is the most significant, which indicates that productive use of foreign loans is helpful to bring FPI flow in country. Progressive loans give hand to improve social and economic infrastructure, which automatically results in better performance of various sectors of economy. Relationship between GDP and FPI is obvious. Since last decade, growth rates of China are approximately in double figures, which give an indication of smooth working of economy. Comparatively few downfalls in economy and impressive growth rates attract foreign investors.

Exchange Rate reflects a significant relationship with FPI. Exchange rate appreciation indicates speculative opportunities for investors and with more investor’s rights and high earning expectations, international community fell safe and confident to invest. Which leads to efficiency, transparency better infrastructure and improved investor’s rights of stock exchange in country, hence enhance economic growth. Higher GDP growth and stable economic and political conditions urge foreign investors to invest long term funds in country, which specifies that chances of collapse are comparatively less. This situation increases investor’s confidence about safety of funds, and they diversify their portfolio in form of FPI, to earn more and minimize risk associated with investment.

5. Conclusion

We concur with the existing literature that determinants vary from country to country and generally include economic growth, interest rate differential, currency exchange rate, country’s political stability and capital control policy. In this paper, we investigated different factors which influence the FPI in China. Based on Regression Model for previous decade, we found that GDP, exchange rate, population growth, foreign direct Investment and external
debts significant determinants of FPI in China. These findings are similar to what Garg & Dua (2014) found in case of India. We further confirm that external debts are the most significant determinant of FPI in China.

Our findings suggest that China should pay attention to sustain its economic growth because its economic growth rate is already in double digits and comparatively higher than the Indian economy. Furthermore, reviewing its financial policies, especially the investors’ rights and financial openness, is highly crucial for China to attract more foreign capital from the international community. Improved investors’ rights will provide support during economic turmoil to resist against these disasters.
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